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MTP data is archived in "MP-files," which use the common Gaines-Hipskind, or NASA Ames Research Center, data format. The details of the file contents are included in the file header. WARNING: Previous users of MP-files should be aware that the data are now given with scale factors of 1.0, except for the number density. Altitudes (pressure and geometric) are in meters (not 0.01 km units) and temperature is in Kelvin (not 0.1 K units). 

The original submission of the DC-8 MTP data contained erroneous profiles for the Hurricane Chantal flight on August 20, 2001. The bad profiles had tropopauses which were much too cold. This did not appear to occur on any of the other flights. However, it was noted that the ICATS temperature measurements showed occasional erratic spiky behavior that we attribute to icing. Since the ICATS temperatures (after a -0.63 K bias correction) were used as the reference for the MTP retrievals, it was decided to reprocess all the flights using the MTP calibration target as the reference instead. This makes the retrievals more sensitive to gain variations, but completely independent of the suspect ICATS temperature measurements. Examination of the resulting temperature curtain plots shows very little change compared to the original submission of MP-files.

A careful inter-comparison has been made for all the temperature measurements made during CAMEX-4, and are summarized at URL:
http://mtp.jpl.nasa.gov/missions/camex4/Science/CAMEX4_Temperature_Comparisons.html


A summary follows:
Based on the inter-comparison of MTP temperature profile measurements made aboard the NASA DC-8 and ER-2 during CAMEX-4, it is apparent that there are significant biases relative to the ICATS, MMS and Dropsonde measurements made on the DC-8, and the NDR and Dropsonde measurements made on the ER-2.
On the DC-8 it was found:
- that the ICATS OATs were 0.73 K too warm compared to NWS radiosondes, 
- that the MMS temperatures were 0.91 K too warm compared to NWS radiosondes, and 
- that the Dropsonde temperatures were 0.4 K to 1.0 K too warm compared to NWS radiosondes, depending on altitude. 
On the ER-2 it was found:
- that the NDR temperatures were 1.51 K too warm compared to NWS radiosondes, and 
- that the Dropsonde temperatures were 1.0 K to 2.0 K too warm compared to NWS radiosondes, depending on altitude 
Since the MTP gain is calibrated so that the temperature profiles agree with NWS radiosondes, there is no bias between the MTP temperature profiles and the NWS radiosondes.


Notes on each flight:

2001.08.15	Transit flight from DFRC to JAX. There was no GPS altitude available on this flight. As a result the 		geometric heights provided for each MTP scan, are geometric heights with respect to the aircraft 			altitude, and not the absolute geometric height as was the case for all the other flights.

2001.08.18	
	
	Hurricane Chantel. Could not do normal instrument gain calibration because there were no RAOBs to use for calibration. Therefore, used gains from the flight of 2001.08.18. There are also a number of times when the Outside Air Temperature (OAT) was clearly bad due to freezing of the probe. The MTP retrievals for this flight, based on a quality metric, were the poorest of the entire deployment, being bad from ~70-84 ks, and really bad from 78-82 ks. 


2001.08.25	No dropsondes. OAT spikes at ~63.1 and 63.4 ks, suggesting freezing. MTP retrievals look noisy. 			The remainder of the flights look excellent.

2001.09.03	Low level radio frequency interference (RFI). No dropsondes

	OAT bad at ~63 ks. 


2001.09.07	A few OAT spikes

2001.09.09	OAT spikes present on 4 occasions

	Hurricane Erin.  OAT bad 66.8 +/- 0.2 ks, and 75.4 +/- 0.1 ks


2001.09.15	MTP retrievals are poor between 68-72 ks, 75-79 ks, and 82-88 ks.

2001.09.19	OAT spikes at ~62.6, 64.4, and 68.0 ks, probably due to probe icing.

	OAT spikes at 70.8, 72.6, 74.5, 75.3 and 76.8 ks.


2001.09.23	Low level RFI. No OAT spikes. 

	No OAT spikes


2001.09.26	Transit flight from JAX NAS to DFRC

